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What do we want to 

avoid in antibiotic 

development?



A Case Study: Achaogen



Plazomicin vs KPC producers



Achaogen Stock Price



The value proposition of 

clinical trials networks









MERINO Trial sites

More than 25 sites in 9 countries 



Examples of trial networks in AMR

 US: Antibiotic Resistance Leadership Group (ARLG)

 European Clinical Research Alliance on Infectious Diseases 

(ECRAID)

 Wellcome Asian Drug Resistant Infections Clinical Research Network



What could MAMS, 

DOOR or PRACTical bring 

to clinical trials of 

antimicrobials?















PRACTical



Flow diagram of PRACTical

particpants







PROS and CONS



PROS AND CONS

 The purpose of these innovations is to improve the efficiency of trials

 MAMS and PRACTical: will companies take the chance in being 

compared to multiple opponents?

 PRACTical: statistical methods not yet in the public domain

 DOOR: could be easily manipulated







Conclusions

 We all want trials to be less expensive, quicker and to study the AMR 

problem which they are designed to address

 Clinical trial networks are clearly good for investigator initiated trials 

(including with industry sponsorship) and are emerging as an option 

for registrational trials

 MAMS, adaptive trials and PRACTical can all make trials more 

“efficient”

 DOOR can be considered as a primary superiority endpoint (or as a 

secondary exploratory endpoint) 
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• The need for efficient clinical trials

• Common adaptive trial features

• Decision making using Bayesian methods

• Adaptive trial governance & integrity

• Are Bayesian adaptive designs acceptable?

• Implementation challenges



◆Unresponsive to consumer priorities

◆ Failure to translate trial results

▪ considered non-applicable to specific patient

▪ mismanagement commercial-academic

▪ biases in design, management & reporting

◆ Failure to address heterogeneity & complexity of modern diseases

Heneghan et al. BMJ Evidence-Based Medicine 2017; 22:120-122
Bekelman et al. JAMA 2003; 289:454–65

The need for efficient clinical trials



▪ Drop interventions that don’t improve outcomes

▪ Add new interventions when available

▪ Keep recruiting to avoid inconclusive results or stop trial if futile 

▪ Allocate more participants to better interventions

▪ Evaluate interventions in sub-populations

▪ Increase/stop recruitment in sub-populations

▪ Evaluate over multiple concurrent treatments

▪ Change primary endpoint during the trial

The need for efficient trials … to be able to



Common adaptive trial features

Adaptive trials have the same features as non-adaptive trials 
except:

▪ Outcomes are repeatedly assessed on accumulating data over time

▪ Study design may be modified based on pre-specified rules

▪ Sample size reassessment: insurance policy

▪ Treatment selection: promising candidates (risk/benefit)

▪ Seamless (combined data over stages/phases): economical

▪ Response adaptive randomisation: patient-centric/ethical

▪ Enrichment: patient-centric/promising populations

▪ Platform trial: multiple treatments & populations evaluated simultaneously/efficiency 



Sample size reassessment (SSR)

43Amended from Park et al. (2018)



Treatment selection (arm dropping)

Drop arm

Amended from Park et al. (2018)



Seamless design

45
Park et al. (2018)



Response adaptive randomisation
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High dose allocation probability=0

Park et al. (2018)



Enrichment design

47
Amended Park et al. (2018)



Beyond simple adaptive trial designs

• Umbrella trial
– One population, many drugs

• Basket trial
– Many populations, one drug

• Platform trial

– Many populations, many drugs

Master protocol + domain appendices

Open-ended or even perpetual trial

With Bayesian methods, can share (borrow) 
information across drugs or populations
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Platform Trials

Intervention A Intervention B Intervention C Intervention D Intervention E



Platform Trials

Registry

Platform collects 
clinician assigned 
treatment and 
outcome data

Intervention introduction Trial progression
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Decision making using Bayesian methods



Decision making: Frequentist or Bayesian

Frequentist Bayesian

Focus on null hypothesis Focus on ‘updating’ prior 
beliefs

Probability of data Probability of hypothesis

Analytical focus Computational focus

Less flexible More flexible

Poorly suited to sequential 
inference

Sequential inference a breeze

More familiar/routinely used Less familiar

Software widely available Requires specialised software



Roger J. Lewis. https://www.berryconsultants.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/An-
Overview-of-Bayesian-Adaptive-Clinical-Trial-Design.pdf

Decision making using Bayesian methods

Trials in which key design parameters 
change during trial execution based upon     
a priori predefined rules and accumulating 
data from the trial to achieve goals of 
validity, scientific efficiency, and safety.



Decision making using Bayesian methods

Consider a simple sample size reassessment trial with two arms: 
Treatment A and Treatment B

Objective: Is treatment B superior to A?
pA : proportion cured on treatment A
pB : proportion cured on treatment B
Where difference, d=pB - pA

Null hypothesis H0: d ≤ 0
Alternate hypothesis H1: d > 0  

B is superior if it has a higher cured rate than A
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Decision making using Bayesian methods

In a Bayesian framework, at each pre-specified time-point (interim):

• Step 1

Calculate posterior distribution and estimate probability of alternate 
hypothesis (H1) given the current data

i.e. pr(H1|data)=pr(d>0) 
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Decision making using Bayesian methods

• Step 2
Compare this probability to a pre-defined threshold and follow protocol 
defined decision rules, e.g. 

▪ Superiority: if probability that B has a higher cure rate than A is greater 
than 95% [given the current data], pr(d>0)>0.95, then declare B superior 
(early stopping)

▪ Futility: if probability that B has a higher cure rate than A is less than 1% 
[given the current data], pr(d>0)<0.01, then declare trial futility (early 
stopping)



Decision making using Bayesian methods

• Step 3

Implement decision rule:

▪ If maximum sample size met ➔ STOP trial, complete follow-up 
and report final results

▪ If superiority or futility threshold met ➔ STOP recruiting, 
complete follow-up & report results

▪ Otherwise ➔ CONTINUE recruiting



Response-Adaptive Randomisation (RAR)

Information gathering vs. optimising participant outcome

• 2 treatment arms: optimal treatment allocation 1:1

• >2 treatment arms: consider RAR where treatment allocation is proportional to 
the current estimated cure rate, taking sample size and variability into account 
• Requires short time between recruitment and participant outcome, relative 

to overall trial recruitment period

• In a superiority framework, if none of the treatments are efficacious then 
MAMS (group sequential) designs slightly more efficient

• In a non-inferiority framework, it is less clear if RAR or MAMS designs are more 
efficient



Response-Adaptive Randomisation (RAR)

• By chance, higher B cure rate than true value: increased allocation to 
treatment B, faster return to true value

• By chance, lower A cure rate than true value:  reduced allocation to 
treatment A, slower return to true value

• Current RAR algorithms tend to slightly under-estimate treatment 
estimates, but this is an active research area.



Adaptive trials governance & integrity



Adaptive Trial Governance
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Adaptive Trial Integrity (information flow)
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Are adaptive designs acceptable for vaccine 
and antimicrobial trials?





How acceptable are adaptive trial designs?
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Definition: A document containing the governing rules for 
the platform trial, such as patient eligibility , randomization 
rules, endpoints, the overarching statistical model and 
rules for study arm graduation. The protocol specifies all 
generic elements of the APT, rather than those related to a 
specific non-constant feature, such as a particular 
experimental arm or study region.



How acceptable are adaptive trial designs?



How acceptable are adaptive trial designs?



How acceptable are adaptive trial designs?

https://www.remapcap.org/



JAMA   April 26, 2021 Online

“FDA guidance has been drafted on these 
innovative designs, allowing for adult trials 
to be completed, and through an expert-
driven process of weighting the prior 
distribution based on clinical relevance, 
initiate the pediatric study.”
i.e. paediatric clinical trial lags behind 
adults

Need to answer research questions for 
adults and children in parallel

How acceptable are adaptive trial designs?



How acceptable are adaptive trial designs?



Common criticisms of adaptive trials

• Temporal changes & non-concurrent controls: complex modelling time effects
• RAR: inefficiency & bias in treatment effect estimation: minimise by delaying time until 

start of RAR, fixing comparator arm allocation and weighting response-adaptive 
allocation on both treatment response and information

• Potential for selection & operational bias: trial governance & integrity document
• More resources needed to initiate trial but may be resource saving overall
• Shortage of researchers with training/skills to implement adaptive trials 
• Greater statistical burden and shortage of statisticians with appropriate skills
• Knowledge gap: Ethics committees and Data Safety & Monitoring Committees

Global need for training and capacity building

Recommendation: START SIMPLE

How acceptable are adaptive trial designs?



Adaptive trials implementation challenges



Adaptive trial implementation challenges

Short term 
endpoint

Explicit model 
for outcomes

Bayesian 
sharing

Availability & 
quality of data

Adaptive 
randomisation

Sharing of 
control groups

Decision 
criteria

Trial 
simulation

Data office
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Additional resources

76

https://adaptivehealthintelligence.org.au/resources https://www.berryconsultants.com/library/
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